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Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Glimpse:
An Adventure of the Soul I passed from the street between two
lackeys who might have been the lackeys of Marie Antoinette
into the curtained and velvety calm of those vast suites which a
merchant designed in order to flatter the lust of eyes like mine.
Plush on the wide silent floors, Indian-red tapestry on the walls,
and through each draped doorway confusing and spacious
vistas. The woodwork, the bronze fittings, the crystal
stalactites, the molded plaster - all showed curious, elaborate
craftsmanship. Hundreds of artisans in soiled smocks must
have labored for months with dirty, offensive hands to produce
that sedate splendor. But they were all gone, all hurried out of
sight; and of the underworld only a gloved servility in
immaculate hose had been retained. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in...
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A top quality publication along with the typeface applied was exciting to read through. It can be rally interesting
throgh reading through time. Your life period will be enhance once you full reading this article book.
-- Pr of . Dem ond McClur e-- Pr of . Dem ond McClur e

Thorough manual! Its this sort of good read through. it absolutely was writtern very flawlessly and helpful. I am just
easily will get a delight of studying a created publication.
-- Abdiel Stiedem a nn Sr .-- Abdiel Stiedem a nn Sr .
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